
GRAND MASTER  FIGJAM 0408 993 099 RELIGIOUS ADVISER 
& HASH NERD 

Boxy 0448 841 912 

HASH CASH Abbo TBA HASH HABERDASH Heart 
Starter 

0416 673 983 

HARE RAISER Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH TRASH Mammary 
Stick 

0417 776 098 

HASH BOOZE Shredder 0402 229 970 SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408 706 641 

HASH FLASH 
Murrumba Downs 

Ned 0407 500 843 HASH RECYCLER Ten Fingers 0424 955 426 

It was another delightful malaria infested evening, as a swarm of BNH3 hashers descended on 
the sports ovals of West Chermside for Ned’s April Fool’s Day run.  Ned managed to fool the 
fools who ran off in the wrong direction, and then all turned back swearing and cursing, even 
though Ned had passed on correct trail instructions to several reliable hashers (well done 
Abbo and Flasher).  Security were smugly grateful that once again they’d made the wise 
decision to avoid any sort of physical activity. 

As the running fools headed off into the darkness, the security and rehabilitation contingent settled 
down for a nice glass of red and discussions about what sort of bottles you can get refunds on. 
Apparently wine bottles don’t rate a 10c refund, which is sad news indeed for BNH3 who probably 
could have booked a 5 star hotel in a luxury location for the 40th birthday weekend celebrations 
on wine bottle refunds alone. 

As our illustrious GM was on leave, our regular proxy Boxy took charge.  The weekly run number 
test was directed at Dangles, who had absolutely no idea of the run number – and couldn’t have 
cared less.  Night Owl helped him out and got charged for her efforts.  Proxy Boxy asked for a run 
report and Ned replied that it was excellent and gave it 10 out of 10. Overproof, who got lost, gave 
it 7 out of 10, Struck F*ck was a short cutting bastard and gave it 2 out of 10, and Jake the Peg 
said it was so good he thought he must have set it himself. 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 
is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS

Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 
Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

HASH TRASH
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Awards/Down Downs 
 

Hash Award Hasher For 

Hare Ned Fooling the fools on the April Fool’s Day Run 

Big Prick MIA  Still with Scrubber’s girlfriend’s soccer team. 

Small Prick Ned For setting a dangerous run that left Flasher 
bloody and wounded. 

Dummy Picaninni Complaining that his father had led him astray.  
According to T&F, this is what fathers are for. 

Brush MIA with Vampire  

Arse Saver MIA with On Heat Even though Dog and On Heat were in 
attendance, the arse saver wasn’t.  This confirms 
previous theories expounded by the trash… 

Grub Shirt Flasher 
Trail abuse and bleeding all over the concrete.  
Then he promptly bled all over the Grub Shirt.  
Some lucky recipient is in for a real treat next 
week… 

Other Charges 
Chargee/s For 

Why Not Visitor from many hashes.  Poubar made him 
come. 

To & From/Raw Liver/Flasher Returnees 

Shredder Asking if there were any lights, while standing in 
the 500 watts of LED lighting provided by Boxy. 

Abbo – reverse charge to Ten 
Fingers 

Ten Fingers must learn never to charge the Hash 
Cash – or anyone else for that matter. 

Generic 
300 runs – probably completed about 6 months 
ago but finally got her pink cap (as these are about 
the only things left in haberdashery). 

 
NEXT WEEK’S RUN:  Pizza – RSL Park, Buckland Road Nundah (across from the Prince 
of Wales Hotel).  Disclaimer:  The trash takes no responsibility for the accuracy of this location, as 
multiple addresses were given before Pizza finally said “that sounds about right”. 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 
• BNH3 40th birthday celebrations – Friday 7-Sunday 9 June 2019. Bribie Island Retreat 

and Recreation Centre (cabins and camping) – could have been a luxury hotel if wine 
bottles attracted a refund…  

• Heartstarter announced that there is no haberdashery apart from 1 singlet, 2 stubbie 
coolers and some hats.  Please let Heartstarter know if there are any haberdashery 
requests. Shredder is still waiting for the sleeves of his vest to arrive. 

• Ten Fingers will need someone for weekly can collection during his 4 week absence 
(bottles can be discarded).   

 
 
 
 



 
      
   

 

  

   

  



  

 

 


